Three VAP Candidates Declare Views On Issues
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be requested to submit frequent reports on their activities, etc., to Imcron. This would prevent problems resulting from imprudent use being handled by Finboard.

Entrepreneur problems should not need arose. Hearings should be compiled on Income statement standards used for granting aid. FinBoard is certain to be helpful.

Herb Eagle
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special activities undertaken by already-existing groups, and the setting of new and potentially

temporary future of student entrepreneurship, because of the only principle that should be observed in setting future policies is the needs of the individual entrepreneur. The benefits that this policy provides are best illustrated by looking at the current situation. Curiosity, an outline of standards to serve as a guide to FinBoard. Entre-

The Executive Committee (UAP, Fdboard and Secretary- between activities and Finboard is certain to be helpful.

The present techniques and standards agreed upon by Finance Board and funds are adequate, if exercised well. Finance Board is responsible for the future of student entrepreneurship problems should not be handled by Finboard. Entrepreneurs may be sanctioned, if not encouraged.

To codify rigid rules for granting funds would be little help; each case should be considered on its own merit. The methods used by a given college for setting an outline of standards to serve as a guide to FinBoard. Entrepreneur problems should not need arose. Hearings should be compiled on Income statement standards used for granting aid. FinBoard is certain to be helpful.

Before any control could be imposed, a thorough investigation would be similar to congressional hearings. Such investigations should be regulated by Secretariat with the advice of Finance Board. Organizations should be compelled on Imcron to create new groups such as Preview, Charter Flights, etc. Hearings should be compiled on Income statement standards used for granting aid. FinBoard is certain to be helpful.

One of the possible outcomes for administering control seems likely. Perhaps a system could be created that is similar to the Harvard Students' Association, which is incorporated under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and all profit-making activities should be registered to prevent the enterprise from being a shareholder in the corporation. All profits or losses resulting from selling goods or services to the student body by way of operating capital for new ventures at low interest rates.

Another alternative would be to establish a committee to li-

The year 1964-65 was a year of major activities and association. The quiz book was used to raise much money, and the profits were used to purchase equipment and supplies.

This year the MIT administration is granting one person or group of people the right to request changes in the char-

In my opinion, this is a situation which the undergraduates should have been encouraged to follow. We have been told about the importance of the executive committee, and we have been told about the importance of the undergraduate council. We have been told about the importance of the executive committee. We have been told about the importance of the undergraduate council.
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